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Introduction 
Currently used solutions to measure organ specific radiation exposure during a computed tomography (CT) scan estimate 
radiation dose based on the predefined scan range by CT scan region. However, to reflect diverse body types, patient-
specific slab selection is essential to develop precise organ dose estimation. We developed MGH 23 Body-part, which is 
an automatic classifier for CT images that classifies body parts into 23 categories by using a deep convolutional neural 
network (CNN)Patient-specific radiation dose estimation method was investigated by combining MGH 23 Body-Part and 
ICRP-110 referenced National Cancer Institute dosimetry system for computed tomography (NCICT). 
 
Hypothesis 
Combining CNN-based body part classifier with NCICT can precisely estimate patient- and organ-specific radiation 
exposure associated with CT scan. 
 
Methods 
All images were collected from our institutional database with IRB approval. We complied 25,496 body CT images from 
126 patients and 11,310 head and neck CT images from 180 patients to train the classifier. To test the classifier, 17,306 
images from 18 Head CT and 30 Body CT exams were selected. The images were labeled with 23 anatomical classes. 
The images were labeled with 23 anatomical classes. ImageNet pretrained GoogLeNet was fine-tuned on the train 
dataset with real-time data augmentation (rotation, scaling, translation). As described in Fig 1, slab ranges for NCICT 
were estimated based on predicted anatomical class. Additional 598 CT scans were collected to for dose estimation. Slab 
ranges were selected by using 1) MGH 23 Body-Part and 2) a predefined CT slab number from NCICT. To compare the 
two methods of slab range selection, length of thyroid was measured from 120 CT scans (30 from each scan region; 
abdomen, head, chest, and neck) as an example. 
 
Figure 1 

 
Fig 1. Flow of MGH 32 Body-Part and NCICT. (a) MGH 23 Body-Part classifier. (b) Range selection on coronal view on 
CT and post-processing with regression. Each color of horizontal line indicates predicted anatomical class. (c) Selection of 
slab range on NCICT phantom. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Figure 2 

 
 
Fig 2. Slab selection based on 23 MGH body-part, compared to the predefined slab selection. Blue horizontal lines 
indicate the predefined slab range of each scan region 
 
 
Results 
The patients were between 18 to 101 years of age (mean=59.6 years), and their weight ranged from 57 to 136 kg (mean= 
80.6kg). We achieved 98.7% test accuracy for classifying slices into 23 anatomical regions with CNN. Fig 2 presents slab 
selection based on the body part classifier, showing fluctuating ranges of thyroid in different patients, compared to the 
predefined slab range by the NCICT. Fig 3 shows the relationship between length of thyroid observed on CT scan and 
radiation dose divided by CTDI volume, demonstrating dose estimation unique for each patient. 
 
Figure 3 

 
Fig 3. Visualization between using predefined slab number and using CNN classifier. Plot (a) shows discrete distribution 
when using predefined slab numbers. Plot (b) shows continuous distribution when using MGH 23 Body-Part classifier. 
 
Conclusion 
By combining of MGH 23 Body-Part and NCICT dosimetry, patient- and organ-specific radiation exposure could be 
estimated. 
 
Statement of Impact 
This study showed the potential for real-time, personalized, precise estimation of radiation exposure following a CT scan. 
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